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STATE OF MQRTH DAKOTA
Ms. Penny Miller
Clerk of Supreme Court
600 E. Boulevard Ave. Dept. 180
Bismarck, ND 58505-0530
RE:

NDROC 3.5 and electronic rule

Misc rules amendments

Dear Ms. Miller:

The Court has invited public comment with regard to changes in NDROC 3.5 and various other
rules dealing with transmission - receipt of documents, published email accounts along with
professional rules in those regards.

TheRules as imposed are problematic in a variety of ways;

1)
They increase thetime and effort expended by various lawyers on the handling of legal
matters of clients. E-filing and service of even a simple matter involves the use and or receipt of
multiple communications dealing with transmission, review, approval. That involves added time
and effort on every matter. They raise the costs of legal services. To urge that this is a mere
clerical matter of insignificance- ignores that inthe western part of thestate there is a shortage of
capable individuals that can beemployed asassistants in the legal field. This therefore places the
burden onan already over worked staff. Further while e-filing and receipt practice may be
consistent withcurrent legal education and skills afforded to the younger practitioner -older
experienced lawyers are not so endowed with current trends. This as such has reduced

efficiencies and which is addressed by refusing work that would otherwise to engaged. The
increase in e-traffic results in lawyers not answering calls or messages so they have a blockof
time uninterrupted. Certain select lawyers that the undersigned is aware of- have a separate
unlisted email and telephone account apart from listed and published numbers. Further others
have andare making it known that they also want paper copies of what's filed so they don't have
to deal with a computer screen. The undersigned is also aware of judges on a host of casesare
printing outsubmissions and bringing with them to court, paper documents rather than just

dealing with a computer screen. Therefore is the new method really what's being followed in the
field. Has it really reduced costs and effort or is it slowing matters down. While the Court may
want to use e filing to speed up and more efficiently handle court processing of paperdocuments, the Court surely has no interest or concern in how lawyers internally process papers
and handledcases as long as it is done competently. Now the court is favoring one method of
law office work production over another other- that has no compelling governmental reason
associated with it. If a lawyerdoes not want to receive e-filings from 3rd parties surely the court
cannot craft a legitimate governmental reason to mandate that conduct. This is especially so and
when pro se litigants are not so burdened and years of prior practice remain viable. Thus the rule
mandating e-filing and receipt is discriminatory in purpose and effect.

2)
The undersigned has a specific reason for not wanting to have e service or filing. The
physical building and structure that the undersigned is located in has poured concrete wall, floors
and ceilings. To rewire the building is economically unjustified considering the undersigneds
age and expected years of future practice. While wireless communication could be used in this
office that raises issues dealing with confidentiality. As such moving documents by flash drives

as is beingdoing is burdensome and time consuming. Computer systems in the undersigneds
office are not wired together for security reasons. Seeking from the district court an exemption
from e filing or servicewas met with the response that a host of broadband services alternatives
are feasible none of which addresses the point. Wireless is impractical for confidentiality reasons.
Further the district court noted a concern whether it could grant and exemption as is sought. As
such the trial courts are reading the rules exemption in a way that renders it a nullity in effect.

3)
Of import andserious concern is that transmitting documents by wire and having
unlimited access to files raises concerns of privacy to clients. This included not just court filed
documents but also routinetransmission of correspondence, discovery, internal information,
notice of deposition etc. The undersigneds practice has been to receive from and transmit to
clients by mail documents for security and confidentiality reasons. Various entities thatthe
undersigned has worked with and continues to work with do not want electronic transmitted
documents as they don't want an e-foot print following them around. As the attached article from

the Wall Street journal indicates sanctify ofe traffic isquestionable. Even if curative legislation
isenacted nothing prevents amendments orcourt rulings that have the effect of destroying
confidentiality orat least minimizing confidentiality. Data can be intercepted and mined for
reasons unrelated to the case. While some information is redacted- such as children's name,

social security number, account numbers- the same does not protect the privacy rights ofstate
citizens from data mining and profiling concerns. In this regard note that credit card companies,
financial institutions, business of differing types as well as governments can and do mine

personal information routinely and can profile a persons tendency, buying traits, habits and can
without account numbers provide an effective profile of wealth and income and other habits.

This isbeing routinely being done by major corporations through the use ofstatistical modeling.
Having electronic filing and access with the public in an unlimited way opens this states citizens
to a harm and for which legislation is unavailable to provide safety to the citizen. It destroys their
right ofprivacy. Further by requiring and mandating an open listing ofe mail address of lawyers
capable ofbeing accessed by the general public has the effect oftaking away privacy and allows
them to betargeted. As theattached financial times section indicates the threats are real. Not
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